The word intent can be contentious and lead to confusion; and hence may be best placed in the context of various literature that use related terminology. It is important to distinguish intended action from motivation [1, 2] , cost [3, 4] , or goal selection decisions [5] . In typical motor control studies, subjects are motivated to complete an experiment in a timely fashion, and are usually explicitly provided targets to reach to. Classification of intent is prevalent in both lower [6, 7] and upper limb [8, 9] prosthetics where hybrid control algorithms select from among a set of discrete actions (walking/standing/flexion/extension/etc). While subjects may be motivated to complete experiments with minimal effort/cost and their goal may be to reach a target, here we use intent to describe the course of action (i.e., the trajectory of the arm) taken in service of goals and motives and not the goals nor the motives themselves. Particularly of interest is the intended course of action (i.e, the intended trajectory), even when the actual movement is disturbed and hence no longer matches the intent. In other words, we operationally define intent as a subjunctive -where would the motion have gone had it not been disturbed? Attempts to deduce motor intent in the past have focused on the assumed spring-like properties of human muscles. Springs produce a force according to their impedance and stretch. By measuring force, impedance, and position, Gomi and Kawato [10] were able to deduce stretch and thereby infer the muscle's equilibrium point. Supporters of the "λ model" [11] hypothesized that this muscle equilibrium point, and not the equilibrium of the whole arm, represented the intent of a movement even though it did not compensate for the dynamics of the arm as a feedforward controller would. Upon Gomi and Kawato's inspection of the muscle equilibrium point as it evolved in time, it was clear that it was highly complex and often not anatomically realizable. Therefore, it could not well-represent the intent of a simple reaching movement. Unlike the equilibrium point of muscle, the a pre-planned equilibrium point of the entire arm is the path the arm will follow in the absence of disturbance [12] . In the presence of disturbance, the arm might be deflected from its equilibrium. We explored if or how this arm equilibrium point might change due to disturbances. Our findings could explain the discovery by Bizzi et al. [13] of a "virtual trajectory" (α) in deafferented monkeys that progressed smoothly from the initial to final positions and how that virtual trajectory is different from λ, the equilibrium point of muscles -intent and λ are equivalent only when intent is unchanging; therefore, this muscle equilibrium cannot be the intent of a movement. By deriving the technique in a general form, we discovered that our intent is equivalent to the virtual trajectory and can be used to determine the muscle equilibrium of a λ model (See Methods section).
